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Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to present the computational method applicable for stability analyses of structures. In this paper, a 
typical complex eigenproblem for a monodromy matrix is solved in order to perform the stability analysis of vehicle streams 
moving along the bridge. The inertia forces of vehicles and the springing of vehicles are taken into account. Unstable structure 
vibrations were detected. The instability is a combination parametric resonance one. The combination parametric resonance is not 
a typical one as it involves the interaction of not two or three but numerous modal forms simultaneously 
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1. Introduction 
The objective of this article is to present the computational method applicable for stability analysis of suspension 
bridge parametric vibrations caused by periodic streams of vehicles. In the first part, the equations of motion of a 
system compounded of a bridge and moving vehicles are derived for a general (non-periodic) traffic model with the 
inertia forces of vehicle bodies and vehicles’ springing taken into account. The bridge model is regarded in a closed 
form which is based on the improved theory of spatial non-linear vibrations of multi-span suspension bridges, [1], 
[2]. To formulate equations of a bridge motion the standard Galerkin procedure is applied. The numerical 
application of the proposed computational method is presented for calculating the linear and non-linear vibrations of 
the Vincent Thomas Bridge, in order to evaluate how the non-linear components affect the bridge response. In the 
second part of this study the theoretical solution of the dynamic stability problem is discussed. For stability analysis 
purposes the streams of vehicles have been regarded as periodic ones. Moreover, the non-linear effects have been 
omitted because the suspension bridge vibrations due to moving vehicles turned out to be weakly non-linear. The 
classical Floquet theory is applied to stability analysis of a system of n linear, homogeneous, second order 
differential equations with periodic coefficients, [3], [4], [5]. Using the numerical integration the Floquet transition 
matrix (monodromy matrix) is computed on the basis of 2n solutions obtained over one period of parametric 
excitation and corresponding with the 2n initial conditions being the columns of the unit matrix of order 2n, [3, 4 
and 5].  
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To determine the stability of the system the characteristic multipliers (complex eigenvalues of monodromy 
matrix) are considered. If all the eigenvalues are situated inside the unit circle in a complex plane, all the solutions 
are asymptotically stable in the Lyapunov sense. To illustrate the proposed methodology, the numerical example of 
stability analysis of Vincent Thomas Bridge is presented, [6]. 
2. A suspension bridge model 
The presented computational model relates to suspension bridges of a typical structural system consisting of the 
bridge deck and two perfectly flexible cables.  
The bridge deck is idealized by a prismatic thin-walled beam with mono-symmetric cross-section of closed multi-
box type or single-box type and also of open type. The girder is simply supported within each span and suspended 
by vertical inextensible hangers to cables. Cables are anchored at their ends and movable at their supporting points 
on the rigid pylons. The initial dead load is carried by two cables without causing stresses in the stiffening structure. 
The cables under dead load are of parabolic profile, fitting the assumption that the total weight of the bridge is 
uniformly distributed along the span. All stresses in the bridge follow Hook’s law. The other detailed assumptions 
are quoted by Bryja in Refs. [1], [2], where the theory of non-linear vibrations of multi-span suspension bridges is 
developed. On the basis of this theory the continuum model of a suspension bridge is formulated in this study. It 
respects the specific features of spatial suspension bridge vibrations, such as the inertial couplings appearing due to 
the normally existing distance between the rotation centre and the mass centre of a deck cross-section, and the static 
couplings which occur as a result of second order effects associated with the pendular motion. 
The equations of motion presented in Refs. [1], [2] are derived taking into account the horizontal inertial forces 
of cables in their plane, so that the application for bridges with large cable sags could be possible. In order to 
decrease the number of coordinates in stability analysis, however, equations simplified by neglecting horizontal 
inertial forces of cables will be applied in the following study.  
The following equations of vertical, lateral and torsional bridge vibrations in the ith span are obtained [1], [2]:  
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 (1) 
Displacements wi(xi,t), vi(xi,t), ĳi(xi,t), and dynamic loads pzi(xi,t), pyi(xi,t), mxi(xi,t), are connected to the shear 
centre of the stiffening structure cross-section. It is necessary to note that, for the cross-section, the following 
characteristic points must be known: the shear centre, mass centre and elastic centre.  
The following symbols are introduced in Eqs. (1): EJyi, EJzi , EJȦi , GIi  – flexural  rigidities, warping rigidity and 
St. Venant torsional rigidity of the stiffening girder in the ith span, mbi , jBi  – unit mass and mass polar moment of 
inertia of the stiffening girder cross-section in the ith span, mc  – unit mass of cable, kc=(EcAc/Lc)(8f/l2)  – coefficient 
of cable stiffness, g – acceleration of gravity, geometry parameters: hci=hc-[hi+(hi+1-hi)xi/li), bi  and ci . Non-linear 
terms of Eqs. (1) are distinguished by introducing the non-dimensional functions Ș1(t) , Ș2(t) which are defined  
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3. Equations of motion of the bridge 
The final form of equations of motion of the bridge is obtained by applying standard Galerkin procedure. Spatial 
discretization of Eqs. (1) is carried out by approximating the bridge displacements as follows: wi(xi,t)=siTqwi , 
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Ȟi(xi,t)=siTqȞi , ĳi(xi,t)=siTqĳi/e, where i=1,2,3, si(xi)=col(sin2ʌȟi, sinʌȟi,… sinniʌȟi) is the vector listing the 
approximation functions of the non-dimensional coordinate ȟi=xi/li; qwi(t), qvi(t), qĳi(t) are the vectors of generalized 
Lagrangian displacements. Galerkin procedure leads to a matrix equation which can be written in terms of 
generalized coordinates qs(t)=col(q1, q2, q3) of the whole structure, where each subvector qi has the following 
partitional form: qs(t)=col(qwi,qvi,qĳi). Including the dissipative forces in accordance with the assumed viscous 
damping, the equation of motion is obtained in the form 
)()()()()( N sssssssss tttt qRFqKqCqB      (3) 
where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to time t. The right side of Eq. (3) consists of the excitation 
vectors Fs(t) and the vector RsN(qs) listing the nonlinear elastic forces due to change of geometry. Vector RsN(qs) 
results from the non-linear terms of Eq. (1). 
The Rayleigh-type frequency-dependent damping matrix Cs=ɤK+ȝB  is regarded with parameters ɤ=0  and 
ȝ=2ȗȦ , where Ȧ is the natural circular frequency – the most essential in the considered dynamic problem, and ȗ  is 
the modal damping ratio to critical, associated with Ȧ. For such a model, the modal damping decreases with 
frequency, which is in accordance with experimental data obtained for many suspension bridges, [1], [2], [6]. Mass 
matrix Bs has a form of diagonal assemblage Bs=diag(B1,B2,B3) of submatrices Bi  and stiffness matrix Ks are 
obtained in the following form being expressed as 
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4. Dynamic load caused by vehicles 
To obtain the excitation vector Fs(t) in Eq. (3), the dynamic model of loads caused by streams of moving road 
vehicles will be formulated in a general (non-periodic) case. So, it is assumed that the vehicles constitute traffic flow 
which is organized into r separate traffic lanes. Vehicles moving at the same constant velocity vj along the jth straight 
lane form a semi-infinite stream. Effects of pavement roughness are neglected. Each vehicle is idealized by a set of 
viscoelastic oscillators corresponding with vehicle axles. Therefore, inertia forces of vehicles are taken into account 
whereas the inertia forces of unsprung masses are omitted. Vehicles’ masses are sprung in a vertical direction and 
unsprung in a horizontal one. Using the approximation of displacements defined earlier, kinematically excited 
vibrations of the oscillator are described by the following equation  
)()( jkjjkjkjkjjkjkjkjkjkjkjkjk eWkeWcqkqcqM ))    (5) 
were Wij and ĭij  are the bridge motion components tracing the oscillator position.  
Finally, the bridge deck is loaded by the static forces gMMG usjkjkjk )(   that are the vehicle weights per single 
axle and the inertial forces jkjk qM  , jkjk vM  . Inertial forces of unsprung masses 
us
jkM  and rotational inertia forces 
of sprung masses jkM  are neglected because of their small significance.  
5. Assemblage equations of motion of two subsystems: bridge and vehicles 
The vibrations of two subsystems: bridge and vehicles are coupled. Assembling the equation of motion of the 
whole system can be written in the following compact form, Eq. (6). The whole system, Eq. (6), is a system of non-
linear, non-homogeneous, second order differential equations with time dependent coefficients. 
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6. Stability analysis 
The numerical non-linear analysis realized for Vincent 
Thomas Bridge showed great amplitude of vibrations for 
some parameters of vehicles moving on the bridge (see fig. 1, 
DS – dynamic solution, QS – quasi-static solution).  
A stability analysis was necessary, in which the non-linear 
component )(N qR  of Eq. (6) can be neglected, because the 
suspension bridge vibrations due to moving vehicles are 
weakly non-linear, [1], [2]. In that case the Eq. (6) becomes a 
linear one and then, in stability analysis, the forced excitation 
vector )(tF  can also been omitted. Now, the homogeneous 
matrix equation corresponding to equation of motion Eq. (6) 
has the following form 
                  Fig. 1. Resonant vibration of Vincent Thomas Bridge. 
0qKqCqB   )()()()()()( tttttt    (7) 
where q(t) is a column vector of generalized coordinates. It is assumed that the streams of vehicles are periodic, with 
period T, and therefore matrices B(t), C(t), K(t) are also periodic with period T. All matrices and vectors are of order 
n.  Eq. (7) can be reduced to the system of 2n differential equations of first order, which can be written in matrix 
notation as follows 
))(),(col()()()()( tttttt qqrrAr      (8) 
where A(t) is a periodically changing matrix with period T , of order 2n, and )(tr   is a vector of state. 
According to Floquet theory the fundamental matrix of solutions of the Eq. (8) can be written in the form 
kkt tTtkTtetttt DRRRRĭRrRr ȁ )()()()()()()0()()(      (9) 
where )(tĭ  is a periodic, non-singular matrix with period T, fulfilling the condition Iĭ  )0( , and ȁ  is a constant 
matrix. Matrix )(tR  is a principal fundamental matrix of linear homogeneous system – Eq. (7), [3], [4], [5]. Matrix 
)(tR  is normalised for 0 t , i.e. it fulfils the condition IR  )0( , where I  denotes unit matrix, ,...2 ,1 k  is an 
integer number, and matrix )(TRD   ( 0det zD ) is called a monodromy matrix. 
Matrix ȁ  in Eq. (9) is connected with monodromy matrix D  by the relation TeȁD  , [3], [4], [5].   
The characteristic exponents of the system (in general, complex eigenvalues of matrix ȁ ) are connected with 
eigenvalues n21,...,UU  of monodromy matrix D (called characteristic multipliers) by the relation, [3], [4], [5] 
,...)2 ,1 ,0       ; ,...,2 ,1()]2(arg[ln1Ln1 rr    knjki
TT jjjj
SUUUO  (10) 
The real part in Eq. (11) is called Lyapunov’s exponent.  
As it can be inferred from Floquet and Lyapunov theories the stability of trivial solutions of homogeneous system 
of the type Eq. (10) is determined by values of moduli of multipliers ȡ1 ,…, ȡ2n.  
x If modulus of at least one multiplier is greater than 1, the solutions of Eq. (10) are unstable.  
x If moduli of all multipliers are smaller than 1, solutions of Eq. (8) are asymptotically stable.  
x If the biggest value of a real multiplier equals 1, a periodic solution of Eq. (8) exists. This solution lies on the 
boundary of an even-order parametric periodic instability region and the period of this solution is equal to the 
period of parametric excitation T.  
x If the biggest value of a real multiplier equals í1 and its modulus is the biggest one, an anti-periodic solution 
of Eq. (10) exits. This solution lies on the boundary of an odd-order parametric periodic instability region and 
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the period of this solution is equal to the period of parametric excitation T. This means that this solution is 
periodic with period 2T.  
x If the modulus of at least one multiplier equals 1 and it is the largest value, and the multiplier is a complex one, 
then it is the boundary of a combination parametric resonance area. Within such an area at least one complex 
multiplier has a modulus greater than 1 and Eq. (8) is unstable. 
The term "of odd-order” [7] means that periodic parametric instability areas corresponding to real negative 
multiplier with modulus greater than 1 appear when parametric excitation has a period which approximately equals 
an odd multiple of the half of the period of the natural vibration of the system. The main area of parametric 
instability of the system is exactly of that type, and is corresponding to the smallest odd number 1. Hence, the 
instability appears when the period of parametric excitation is approximately equal to the half of the period of 
natural vibrations of the system. 
The term "of even-order" [7] means that periodic parametric instability areas corresponding to real positive 
multiplier of modulus greater than 1 appear when parametric excitation has a period which approximately equals an 
even multiple of the half of the period of the natural vibration of the system.  
7. Numerical example 
As an example of application of the proposed methodology, traffic induced vibrations of the Vincent Thomas 
Bridge are simulated and examined with regard to stability analysis. The Vincent Thomas Bridge is a suspension 
bridge located in San Pedro in Los Angeles County, California. The bridge has a 457 m long central span and two 
154 m long side spans, [7]. The suspended structure consists of two stiffening trusses, trussed floor beams and a 
lower chord wind bracing. The geometry of the Vincent Thomas Bridge and an outline of the structural properties 
can be found in several Abdel-Ghaffar’s works, for example in [7].  
As the first, the effect of geometrical nonlinearity on traffic-induced bridge vibrations has been considered. For 
numerical integration of Eq. (6) the Newmark E  method has been adopted with 0 E , according to Belytschko 
scheme that is described by Crisfield [8]. Applying the method presented by Bryja & ĝniady [1] for generating the 
random road traffic, linear and non-linear vibrations due to the passage of four parallel random streams of vehicles 
have been simulated. In all calculations 10 sine approximate functions have been assumed for each span of the 
bridge. The non-linear effects are not significant, so the nonlinearity will be neglected in further investigations.  
For stability analysis purposes, the vibrations induced by two parallel periodic streams of vehicles have been 
examined. In Fig. 1 an example of steady-state vibrations taken together with the transient processes is presented. 
The moving load is assumed in a form of two periodic streams of vehicles. Vehicles move at regular distances equal 
to m 60 '  with a speed of 40 m/s. Vehicles are assumed to be heavy trucks of approximately 23000 kg mass. 
Trucks move with a speed of 40 m/s at regular intervals s 5.1 T , m 60 ' , rad/s 187.4 : . So, the cycle time of the 
bridge load is equal to s 5.1 T  and it is incomparable with any period of natural bridge vibrations. When the cycle 
time is near the natural period of the first vertical mode ( s 4375.5 T , m 5.217 ' ), as it is shown in fig. 1, we can 
observe a significant amplification in the bridge response. The dynamic response quickly grows, so the bridge 
vibrations seem to be unstable.  
Application of the method of stability analysis suggested in this paper allows to predict the nature of a bridge 
motion without direct response simulation. With the use of the standard procedures of computer system 
Mathematica, the complex eigenproblem for monodromy matrix ( 1562  n ) was solved for five types of vehicle 
streams moving along the bridge. The Jordan decomposition of the monodromy matrix was also performed in all 
cases. The greatest absolute values of multipliers for all five types of vehicle streams were funded. For the first four 
types the stability of the system was confirmed. For the fifth type (heavy trucks) the greatest absolute value of 
multiplier is greater than 1, so the vibrations of the system are unstable. In this case the absolute values of two 
complex conjugate multipliers i14353.1353417.01  U  and i14353.1353417.02  U  equal 1.1969. Two 
complex conjugate eigenvectors corresponding to them also exist. It means that combination parametric resonance 
occurs – two normal forms ought to participate in resonance vibrations simultaneously, [9]. But study shows that 
that is not true. More than two modal forms take part in parametric combination resonance. In Ref. [9] it is 
mentioned, however, that the system can exhibit resonance of the third kind in which an interaction of three modes 
takes place. However, in this resonance more than three modal forms take part – probably all of them. In fig. 2 can 
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be seen the time history of the dynamic normalized non-dimensional envelope ( )0,(max),( xwtxwr ) of normal 
form of parametric combination resonance vibrations of bridge deck. The function ),( txw was achieved on the basis 
of complex conjugate eigenvectors corresponding to complex conjugate multipliers and approximation functions 
described in section 3. The coordinate x is changing in range from 0 to 756 m (bridge length). The amplitude of 
vibrations rises exponentially in time (see fig. 2 – points t=kT, where  k=1,…,20,  and  T=1,5 s).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Time history of the dynamic normalized non-dimensional envelope of normal form of parametric combination resonance vibrations of 
bridge deck, in time points t=kT, T=1.5 s. 
8. Summary and conclusions 
The presented, relatively simple model of a suspension bridge with vehicles describes with sufficient precision 
the most important quality and quantity features of structure vibrations. The model is described with the use of a 
small number of degree of freedom. This advantage allows us to conduct a highly complex analysis of the structure 
vibration stability, where the vibrations are caused by moving vehicles. The complex eigenproblem for monodromy 
matrix was solved in this paper for five types of vehicle streams moving along the bridge. Instability of structure 
vibrations was detected for the stream of heavy trucks moving over the bridge with a speed of 40 m/s. This is an 
unusual combination parametric resonance in which more than three unstable normal parametric forms take place. 
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